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Introduction

The Image/Upgrade Overview Document is intended to provide ctcLink users with a summary of the changes that will be made in the system as a result of the upcoming image or PeopleTools upgrade implementation. Oracle releases multiple PeopleSoft updates, called images, for each pillar every year. Each Image contains bug fixes and features that are important for PeopleSoft to work well. PeopleTools upgrades update the underlying framework of the system. There are minimal changes that are noticeable to the end users. Below is an overview of the changes that you can expect to see as part of this upgrade.

Shared Components

HCM Encryption Framework

A new HCM Encryption Framework has been delivered to encrypt and mask the bank account numbers stored in the database for direct deposit, garnishment, vendor and source bank account numbers. Depending on the patches applied and various table settings, the account numbers can be masked or unmasked on some pages and reports in Employee Self-Service and Administrative functionalities. The HCM Encryption Framework is a Shared Component and is used in processes for other products. SBCTC will not be implementing this framework at this time.

Updated ESS Tiles

The images displayed on Fluid Tiles have changed in Employee Self-Service.

Prior to the modifications, the pictures on the tiles were slightly different.

Navigation

Home > Employee Self-Service

Image: Employee Self-Service
Updated MSS Tiles

The images displayed on Fluid Tiles have changed in Manager Self-Service.

Prior to the modifications, the pictures on the tiles were slightly different.

Navigation

Home > Manager Self-Service

Updated Workforce Administrator Tiles

The images displayed on Fluid Tiles have changed in Workforce Administrator.

Prior to the modifications, the pictures on the tiles were slightly different.

Navigation

Home > Workforce Administrator
Payroll

Presheet Audit Report Changes

The process type changed to PSJob JPAY034 and now PAY034 is the first process within the main job instance. The 2nd process is not applicable/used in our environment.

Prior to this modification the process type for PAY034 Presheet Audit Report was SQR Report.

Navigation

NavBar > Navigator > Payroll for North America > Payroll Processing USA > Create and Load Paysheets > Presheet Audit Report
Running the Presheet Audit Report

Precalculation Audit Report Changes

The process type has been changed to PSJob JPAY035 and now PAY035 is the first process within the main job instance. The 2nd process is not applicable/used in our environment.

Prior to this modification the process type for PAY035 Precalculation Audit Report was SQR Report.

Navigation

NavBar > Navigator > Payroll for North America > Payroll Processing USA > Produce Payroll > Precalculation Audit Report
Running the Precalculation Audit Report

Preconfirm Audit Report Changes

The process type changed to PSJob JPAY036 and now PAY036 is the first process within the main job instance. The 2nd process is not applicable/used in our environment.

Prior to this modification the process type for PAY036 Preconfirm Audit Report was SQR Report.

Navigation

NavBar > Navigator > Payroll for North America > Payroll Processing USA > Produce Payroll > Preconfirm Audit Report
QRG

9.2 Running the Preconfirm Audit Report